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Abstract: The electrification of vehicles from the automotive and public transport industries can
reduce harmful emissions if implemented correctly, but there is little evidence of whether the electrifi-
cation of heavy freight transportation vehicles (HFTVs), such as multi-articulated vehicles, used in
the freight industry could see the same benefits. This work studied heavy multi-articulated freight
vehicles and developed a comparative analysis between electric and conventional diesel power
trains to reduce their total emissions. Real-world drive cycle data were obtained from a heavy
multi-articulated freight vehicle operating around Melbourne, Australia, with a gross combination
mass (GCM) of up to 66,000 kg. Numerical models of the case study freight vehicle were then
simulated with diesel, through-the-road parallel (TTRP) hybrid and electric power trains over the
five different drive cycles with fuel and energy consumption results quantified. Battery weights were
added on top of the real-world operating GCMs to assure the operational payload did not have to be
reduced to accommodate the addition of electric power trains. The fuel and energy consumptions
were then used to estimate the real-world emissions and compared. The results showed a positive
reduction in tailpipe emissions, but total greenhouse emission was worse for operation in Melbourne
if batteries were charged off the grid. However, if Melbourne can move towards more renewable
energy and change its emission factor for generating electricity down to 0.49 kg CO2-e/kWh, a strong
decarbonization could be possible for the Australian road freight industry and could help meet
emission reduction targets set out in the 2015 Paris Agreement.

Keywords: electric vehicles; electric power trains; heavy multi-articulated vehicles; energy demand;
Australian road freight industry; CO2 emissions; fuel economy

1. Introduction

Electric power trains have been heavily studied for a majority of road vehicle classes
due to the body of knowledge that supports their ability to reduce emissions and local
pollutants. However, the body of research around heavy freight transportation vehicles
(HFTVs) with electric power trains is fairly limited. This is partly due to the diversity of
HFTVs used in road freight industries (RFIs), presenting a large number of vehicles and
operational cases that researchers have yet to explore. Another reason is the presumption
that battery weight would become too large for suitability in HFTVs, which would result in
a reduction in payload capacity [1].

Countries are looking to decarbonize their RFIs, but, so far only with higher capacity
HFTVs and by adopting greener freight operational planning [2–4]. Economies around
the world depend on RFIs as the most practical method to transport goods and services
around the country as well as to and from a country’s ports. The RFIs are one of the
most energy-intensive means of transportation, leading to them being one of the highest
greenhouse gas emitters in the transportation sector [5,6]. This is strongly due to indus-
tries’ HFTVs running almost purely on burning fossil fuels [7,8]. Lacking a solution to
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reduce RFIs’ greenhouse gas emissions will be a major factor in a country’s ability towards
minimizing its global greenhouse gas emissions to meet targets set out in the 2015 Paris
Agreement [9–11]. Countries such as Australia, for example, reduce their emission impact
by adopting multi-articulated vehicles over singly articulated vehicles. Increasing the
load-carrying capability helps reduce the number of kilometers traveled and enhances the
drag reduction benefits, similar to truck platooning [12,13]. What has not been proven or
researched is if further benefits on reducing emissions could be possible with the electrifica-
tion of multi-articulated vehicles.

Additionally, HFTVs tend to operate in close proximity to densely populated areas,
as freight is moved to distribution centers, increasing greenhouse gases in the form of
chemicals. These chemicals are carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides (NO
and NO2, henceforth referred to as NOx), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), and total
volatile organic compounds [14]. The range of chemicals released is not only bad for our
environment but is also bad for societal health [15,16]. Gases such as NOx cause significant
health issues, sometimes leading to premature death [17]. The release of particulate matter
from diesel also has a significant effect on societal health. The smaller the particulate matter
is, the more harmful it is as the particles can penetrate deeper into the human lungs [18].
Therefore, methods to reduce the RFIs’ dependencies on fossil fuels is highly advantageous
due to the exposure our society has to HFTVs’ operations, further backing the electrification
of multi-articulated vehicles.

The other limitation of electrification was the increase in electricity demand that will
follow. The methods used in each country to generate electricity will have a strong influence
on the viability of reducing total greenhouse gas emissions and also the type of electric
power train used. Studies in the U.S. showed passenger hybrids were the most energy
efficient in 45 of 50 states to reduce emissions [19]. UK studies concluded that passenger
vehicles with advanced combustion technologies and hybridization (parallel topology)
were the best methods to reduce emissions [20]. Studies in Australia found hybrids (series
and parallel topology) were the best methods to reduce emissions, which was based on
the fact that no charging off the electricity grid occurred [21]. However, studies in Macau,
China, from the real-world testing of electric buses around an 8.8 km route, found a 19–35%
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions with charging off the grid [22]. Overall, while a
cleaner power grid becomes available in different countries, the use of hybrid power trains
might be the best-suited option to reduce total emissions across HFTVs’ classes.

To put into context the Australian market, a total of 204.575 million tonne-kilometers
(tkm) of freight movement was seen in a 12-month period between 2015 and 2016. Articu-
lated and multi-articulated vehicles were responsible for 76.8% of the fright movement in
the 12 months and used 7172 megaliters of fuel, of which 99.6% was diesel, in the process [8].
This resulted in articulated and multi-articulated vehicles being among the largest vehicle
classes contributing to emission pollution. Furthermore, many areas in Melbourne have
been recorded to have days exceeding the daily limit of PM10 and PM2.5 [23]. Areas of high
RFI activity, near ports such as Port Melbourne, have significantly higher concentrations of
particulate matter as well as other pollutions [24,25]. With the ongoing growth of RFIs, all
emissions’ rates will continue to climb, making research around decarbonization of RFIs
particularly important for Melbourne.

With that in mind, the novelty of this paper is in addressing the decarbonization of
the RFIs with the use of electric power trains on a class of HFTVs, for example, a prime
mover towing two 40 ft shipping containers. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first to study electric power trains on vehicles with a maximum weight above 40 t [1]
and up to 85.5 t. Due to different laws within Australia, larger payload limits are allowed
compared to the rest of the world, making it possible to offset battery weight and not
reduce payload. Both pure electric and hybrid power trains were studied to analyze the
decarbonization potential on freight operations. Real-world drive cycle data were recorded
from multi-articulated vehicles and captured the speed and altitude changes versus time as
well as operating GCMs to gain an insight into the true operational drive patterns of freight
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movements around Melbourne, Australia. Five drive cycles were taken as snapshots of
daily operations with different GCMs over different operations. An electric power train
and a battery size were then identified for all five drive cycles against operational costs
and emissions’ reductions. Depending on the state in Australia, there is a large difference
in CO2 emissions created per kWh, and charging in some states will lead to increased
emission generation [23]. Operational costs, emissions produced from the tailpipe, and
emissions produced from the electricity sectors were used as evaluation metrices in this
work. The results in this paper start to fill the knowledge gap of which HFTVs benefit
from electrification and breaks the presumption that large battery packs on HFTVs are not
feasible. Finally, the results also presented the current status of Australia’s ability to uptake
HFTVs and identified key emission limits for electricity generation before claiming the
required reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. These models and studies are portable to
other countries with magnitude while requiring some legalities.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background of the selected region
for the case study is discussed. In Section 3, the case study vehicle is identified and we
present an analysis of real-world drive cycle data. In Section 4, we present the modeling of
the HFVTVs after simulations of power train components were envisaged. In Section 5, the
competitive results are presented and analyzed. Finally, conclusions and recommendations
based on the role of HFTVs and decarburizations are presented in Section 6.

2. Case Study Vehicle: Heavy Multi-Articulated Vehicle

Australia operates some of the largest and heaviest articulated and multi-articulated ve-
hicles in the world. Under the performance-based scheme (PBS), a class of high-productivity
freight vehicles (HPFVs) emerged; they operate at higher mass and length limits than stan-
dard global configuration vehicles [26]. HPFVs gained their name, ‘high productivity’,
because they use less fuel and emit fewer emissions per tkm traveled on average, making
HPFVs a desirable alternative to standard articulated vehicle configurations. Articulated
vehicles have the highest fuel consumption, at an average 56.3 L or greater per 100 km.
In this paper, a 30 m long multi-articulated vehicle was selected as the case study vehicle,
as shown in Figure 1. The multi-articulated vehicle was selected because it is one of the
growing vehicle combinations seen in Australia [27]; the case study area selected was Port
Melbourne due to the high volume of freight vehicle activity and because it also has the
state’s highest road freight use [8].
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Figure 1. A 30 m, 11-axle multi-articulated vehicle.

A multi-articulated vehicle can operate up to 85,000 kg on selected routes and 68,500 kg
on less restricted routes around Melbourne, which leaves potential spare weight for
electric power trains, given the freight operations are volumetrically limited and not
gravimetrically limited.

3. Modeling Energy Demands

In order to evaluate if electric power trains could be the path to reduce RFIs’ dependen-
cies on fossil fuels, modeling RFIs’ vehicles’ energy demands will allow the calculation of
potential emissions saved from different power trains. A life-cycle assessments’ approach
is a commonly used method that starts at the raw production costs of different power train
types and calculates all the emissions generated through the life cycle until the end of
use [6,28–31]. However, there are limitations. A paper on Class 8 heavy vehicles in the U.S.
with electric power trains can be taken as an example [32]. Through a life-cycle assessment,
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battery electric trucks showed improved life-cycle costs and reduced emissions based on
the statistics of operational driving patterns. As emissions and economic competitiveness of
different power trains are significantly linked to driving patterns [33], life-cycle assessments
can incorrectly model these details when looking at new or different vehicle fleets. The
acceleration and deceleration demands combined with different vehicle masses will have a
strong effect on power demands [20] as well as driving distances, which all have a strong
influence on the total energy required [34]. Furthermore, both NOx and particulate matter
emissions exhibit significant correlations with the change in vehicle speed, acceleration, and
power demand [35], making it vital to have this level of detail in the analysis while looking
at RFIs’ operations. Therefore, drive cycle data were collected from two multi-articulated
vehicles operating around Melbourne with different GCMs used to calculate the energy
demands from the new fleet.

Drive Cycles

Five real-world drive cycles are shown below in Figures 2–6 with GCMs at 43,000 kg,
50,000 kg, 55,000 kg, 61,000 kg, and 66,000 kg, respectively, taken from a selection of over
600 drive cycles recorded. Each drive cycle was selected to cover the spread of the GCM
seen, which was beyond the current literature. A summary of drive cycle details are shown
in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Drive cycle 1: GCM of 43,000 kg.
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Figure 4. Drive cycle 3: GCM of 55,000 kg.
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Figure 5. Drive cycle 4: GCM of 61,000 kg.
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Table 1. Drive cycle summary.

Drive Cycle GCM
(kg)

Trip Length
(km)

Driving Time
(minutes)

Average Acc.
(m/s2)

Average Dec.
(m/s2)

1 43,000 21.7 50 0.08 0.11
2 50,000 46.2 56 0.12 0.14
3 55,000 47.0 62 0.09 0.14
4 61,000 294.7 244 0.06 0.08
5 66,000 45.6 56 0.09 0.11

4. Vehicle and Power Train Modeling

Three different power train models were created for the evaluation of the multi-
articulated vehicle through means of numerical simulations, which were built in
Matlab/Simulink™ (Swinburne Uni, Australia). The selected power trains were con-
ventional diesel, through-the-road parallel (TTRP) hybrid and electric. A conventional
diesel power train was used for baseline comparisons, taking the fuel burned during drive
cycles and setting the comparison metric of operational costs and emissions produced.
A TTRP hybrid was selected as the architecture to allow the electric power train to be
installed on the trailer without the need for large modifications of the towing prime mover
and, more importantly, to disconnect the coupling of the engine and motor revolutions per
minute (RPM), which allowed a simplification for operating each power train in its optimal
efficiency zones. Refer to Figure 7 for TTRP hybrid architecture. Battery sizes on the TTRP
hybrid power train were incrementally increased until the drive cycles could be completed
on electric power only or road weight limits were reached.

4.1. Vehicle Modeling

To calculate the power (P) required through the numerical simulations over different
drive cycles, the standard vehicle power equations were used, with values depicted in
Table 2. The vehicle was treated as a glider mass. The equation for vehicle power used is as
follows [36].
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P = Ft·Vveh = MGCM·g·Vveh·( fR + tan θ) +
1
2
·ρair·Cdrag·A·Vveh

3 + MGCM·dVveh(t)
d(t)

·Vveh (1)

where Ft is the resultant force on the glider mass, Vveh is vehicle speed, the MGCM is the
vehicle mass, g is the (acceleration) due to gravity, fR is the rolling resistance force, θ the
road grade angle, pair is the air density, Cdrag is the coefficient of drag, and A is the frontal
surface area in the direction of the drag. Transmission details and efficiency, shown in
Table 3, were corrected to match a fuel consumption average of 1.81 km/L found in a
real operation.
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Table 2. Multi-articulated vehicle specifications.

Loaded tire radius (m) 0.492
Rolling resistance coefficient 0.0065

Air density (kg/m3) 1.2
Combination Cdrag A (m2) 9.67 [37]

Table 3. Transmission details.

Transmission Mack AT262D 12 Speed

Transmission efficiency (%) 95.0
Final drive ratio for combustion/electric 3.42:1

Final drive ratio for TTRP hybrid 4.5:1
Final drive efficiency (%) 98.0

4.2. Engine and Motor Modeling

A Mack MP8 500 diesel engine and a TM4 SUMO HD HV3500-9P-L-01 electric motor
were selected because both had approximately the same power output. Empirical data from
components were used for power and torque maps, as depicted in Figure 8 for the selected
engine and motors. For the engine, a 600 hp, 15 L engine efficiency map was sourced from
the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Model (GEM) for medium- and heavy-duty vehicle
compliance (Phase 2 GEM simulation model data). The operational zone was limited to
the Mack MP8 500 engine curves. For the TM4 motor, empirical test data of motor and
controller efficiency maps were provided under a non-disclosure agreement (NDA).
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4.3. Transmission Modeling

In order to mimic real work energy consumption from a numerical simulation, engine
and motor models were paired with a transmission and/or differential for gear changes,
which changed the operational points on the engine or motor during the drive cycle. The
identification of these operational points on the engine or motor were cross-referenced with
efficiency maps to identify fuel consumption rates or operational efficiency. Therefore, a
custom gear changing logic was created to simulate transmissions changing gears automat-
ically throughout the simulation using fundamentals of transmission operations [36]. Two
main equations were used for the logic to find the minimum and maximum vehicle speeds
in all possible gears. These equations were:

Vehicle Speed f or Gear bottom limit =
Min RPM·π·TireDyn·0.12

R f inal drive·Ri
(2)

Vehicle Speed f or Gear upper limit =
Max RPM·π·TireDyn·0.12

R f inal drive·Ri
(3)

where Min RPM and Max RPM are the lowest and highest rpm allowed from the engine or
motor, respectively, TireDyn is the loaded tire radius, Rfinal drive is the final drive ratio, and Ri
is the gear ratio. Solving these two equations allows an understanding of combinations
of gears versus different speeds. During the simulation time steps, the current engine or
motor rpm was checked against two points: (1) a combination of possible gears and (2) the
gear that operates close to the high-efficiency zone of the engine or motor. Using this logic,
the need for a fixed shifting schedule map was removed to gain the flexibility of swapping
different transmissions, final drive ratio, engines, or motors while still evaluating the power
train at its most efficient operation points where possible. Details of the transmission used in
this research are depicted in Table 3. For the TTRP hybrid model, a fixed transmission/final
drive ratio was used. An electric power train was paired with the same transmission as the
diesel power train.
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4.4. Battery Modeling

For the use of TTRP hybrid and electric power trains, a scalable prismatic battery
(e.g., lithium ion) model was built from fundaments using Ohm’s, Joule’s, and Kirchhoff’s
voltage laws with the method of Coulomb counting for updating the state of charge (SoC).
Joule’s law, also known as Joule’s heating, was used to account for efficiency losses in the
battery, taking the heat generated and adding it back onto the power demands as energy
was used in removing battery heat.

The model started by selecting a rough battery size (kWh), operational voltage (Vsys),
and cell type. A prismatic cell was used in this research with the values of 9.2 kg per kWh
(which includes cooling, BMS, and packing weight) [38] and a packaging volume of
0.008 m3/kWh [39]. The number of cells in series and parallel were then calculated with
values, as shown in Table 4 and Equations (4)–(6) below.

Cs = Round down(
Vsys

Vc−nomial
) (4)

Cp = Round down(
kWh ·1000

Cs·VC−max·Ccap
) (5)

Capmax = Cp·CCap (6)

where Cs is the number of cells in series, Vc−nomial is the cell nominal voltage, Cp is the
number of cells in parallel, Ccap is the cell capacity, and Capmax is the actual possible battery
capacity at 100% SoC.

Table 4. Cell details.

Cell Type Prismatic Cells

Max/Nominal/Min Voltage (V) 3.85/3.22/2.41
Cell Capacity (Ah) 10

Internal Resistance (mΩ) 1.3
Discharge C Rating (Peak) 10

Charge C Rating (Peak) 4

With values set for the scalable battery model, Ohm’s, Joule’s, and Kirchhoff’s voltage
laws were combined, as illustrated in Figure 9a, which started with the power demanded
at a given time step, in which positive power demand in Watts is drained from the battery
and negative power demand in Watts is reclaimed from regenerative braking.

Where PBatt is the power demand, VTerm is the battery terminal system voltage, ID1 is
the current passed in or out of the battery, Ri is the cells’ internal resistance, Qloss is the
heat generated by one cell, ηcooling is the efficiency of the cooling system to remove heat
from the battery, which was taken at 40% efficiency, ID2 is the current required to remove
the heat from the battery pack, and IT is the total current used in the battery at the given
time step (ts), which is used to calculate the amp hours, Ah, used for that time step.

The Ah is collected as a running sum and subtracted from Capmax, which is calcu-
lated using Equation (6) to find the current battery capacity, Capspc. The Capsoc was then
compared against Capmax to find the current SoC.

To assure SoC is updated as power flows into and out of the battery model, Kirchhoff’s
voltage law was used to update the battery’s VTerm; SoC can be correlated to the cell voltage
(refer to curve depicted in Figure 9b) using Kirchhoff’s voltage law. At each time step of
the numerical simulation, the cell voltage, Vc, obtained from cell voltage versus SoC curve
were multiplied by the number of cells in series, Cs, to find the open circuit voltage, Voc.
With Voc, the total voltage drop across cell resistors (Ri·Cs·IT), the updated VTerm, was
calculated and sent back to the model start phase for the next time step simulations.
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Limitations of the scalable battery model were the cell resistance changes with battery
temperatures [40]; however, this was addressed by assuming the worst case for initial
resistance throughout all operational SoCs and battery temperatures. Battery degradation
should also be included when considering the life cycle costs [41] but was ruled outside the
scope of this research.

4.5. TTRP Hybrid Power-Split Modeling

There are plenty of proposed models and research methods to share energy demand
between different power trains [42–46]. In this work, the selection of the amount of power
sent to the diesel power train and to the electric power train for the TTRP hybrid was based
around two rules. (1) Low speeds, which are common in port operations, lead to lower
exhaust temperatures affecting the selective catalytic reduction systems’ efficiency [47];
therefore, a low speed driving power was supplied through the electric power train to
not only save fuel but to reduce low-powered engine operations. (2) Keeping the diesel
engine away from the high-power range and high exhaust temperatures helped reduced
emissions. High exhaust temperatures helped break down the particulate matter through
burning them off; however, particulate matter became smaller in this process and, once
again, affected the selective catalytic reduction system’s efficiency [48].

Therefore, in the power-split model, a fixed zone of operation around the most oper-
ationally efficient point of the diesel engine was the ideal operation zone. The center of
the ideal operation point is referred to as ‘power mid-point’. From the power mid-point, a
defined amount of power, referred to as ‘power radius’, was specified; this indicated the
operational zone in which the engine can operate. In this research, the power mid-point
was set at 151 kW and a power radius of 50 kW, which led to the power output range of the
engine being between 199 kW and 301 kW. However, depending on the battery’s capacity,
the power radius was changed to seek the optimal power split. An example is depicted in
Figure 10. To save the most fuel with any battery capacity, the power radius needed to be
adjusted to allow the end of the trip SoC to be at a full discharge state (set at 30%).
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For example, when the battery’s SoC at the end of the trip ended at 40%, the power
radius was decreased to allow more power from the electric motor, hence minimizing fuel
consumption. When the battery’s SoC went to 30% before the trip, the power radius was
increased to reduce the electric motor power; this stopped the engine from operating in all
zones as well as towing extra weight with reduced benefits.
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5. Results and Discussion

All drive cycles were simulated over the different power trains and different battery
sizes. During simulations, two rules were followed. (1) Fast charging was the only method
to charge the battery and, therefore, all trips started with the battery’s SoC at 80%. (2) The
SoC of the battery was not allowed to drop below 30% to permit fast charging to start at
the end of operation, as shown in Figure 11.
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Each vehicle was simulated at its operational GCM over the drive cycles to find its
fuel consumption for the trip, economy, and equivalent tail pipe GHG emissions (CO2-e),
as shown in Table 5. From the baseline, the TTRP hybrid power trains were simulated,
and the weight of the electric power train and battery pack sizes were added to the GCM.
In order to maintain the operational conditions of the multi-articulated vehicle, the GCM
limits were set at 68,500 kg, which was a maximum of 2550 kg added by the electric power
train. The electric motor and controller were set at a weight of 376 kg, which left 2174 kg
for the battery weight. At 9.2 kg per kWh, the max battery size allowed on all power trains
was set at 236 kWh. The TTRP hybrid started with a 50 kWh battery and was scaled in size
until pure electric power was attained or a battery size of 236 kWh was reached.

Table 5. Baseline fuel and emission results.

Drive Cycle Fuel Burned (L) km/L Trip Tailpipe GHG
Emissions (kg CO2-e)

1 12.02 1.81 32.7
2 23.45 1.97 63.8
3 24.67 1.90 67.1
4 165.7 1.78 450.7
5 26.86 1.70 73.1

5.1. Financial Analysis

The results of each drive cycle are shown below in Tables 6–10. At first glance, large
fuel savings were achieved with the addition of a TTRP Hybrid power train or swapping to
an electric power train, even with the increase in GCM. The electric power train operated
in the inefficiency zones of the diesel power train, saving fuel normally burned in high-
load operations such as accelerating, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. The higher GCMs
(e.g., above 66,000 GCM) were not simulated as pure electric power trains to stay within the
operational weight limits of 68,500 kg, resulting in only the TTRP hybrid being simulated
for these weight classes.
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Table 6. Drive cycle 1 results.

Power Train GCM (kg) Battery Size (kWh) Fuel Burned (L) km/L kWh Used km/kwh Fuel Saved (%)

Diesel 43,000 0 12.02 1.81 0.00 0.00 0.00
TTRP Hybrid 43,574 21 7.23 3.01 8.87 2.45 39.9
TTRP Hybrid 43,837 50 4.19 5.19 20.47 1.06 65.2
TTRP Hybrid 44,035 71 2.33 9.32 28.72 0.76 80.6

Electric 44,365 100 0.00 0.00 41.43 0.52 100.0

Table 7. Drive cycle 2 results.

Power Train GCM (kg) Battery Size (kWh) Fuel Burned (L) km/L kWh Used km/kwh Fuel Saved (%)

Diesel 50,000 0 23.45 1.97 0.00 0.00 0.0
TTRP Hybrid 50,837 50 14.08 3.28 20.12 2.30 40.0
TTRP Hybrid 51,299 100 9.25 5.00 38.76 1.19 60.5
TTRP Hybrid 51,760 150 6.85 6.75 60.29 0.77 70.8

Electric 52,221 200 0.00 0.00 83.46 0.55 100.0

Table 8. Drive cycle 3 results.

Power Train GCM (kg) Battery Size (kWh) Fuel Burned (L) km/L kWh Used km/kwh Fuel Saved (%)

Diesel 55,000 0 24.67 1.90 0.00 0.00 0.0
TTRP Hybrid 55,837 50 15.55 3.02 20.90 2.25 37.0
TTRP Hybrid 56,298 100 10.51 4.47 40.36 1.16 57.4
TTRP Hybrid 56,760 150 8.28 5.67 60.96 0.77 66.4
TTRP Hybrid 57,221 200 6.11 7.69 80.83 0.58 75.2

Electric 57,484 229 0.00 0.00 94.79 0.50 100.0

Table 9. Drive cycle 4 results.

Power Train GCM (kg) Battery Size (kWh) Fuel Burned (L) km/L kWh Used km/kwh Fuel Saved (%)

Diesel 61,000 0 165.70 1.78 0.00 0.00 0.0
TTRP Hybrid 61,837 50 152.10 1.94 21.44 13.75 8.2
TTRP Hybrid 62,298 100 148.30 1.99 39.40 7.48 10.5
TTRP Hybrid 62,759 150 144.80 2.04 59.72 4.93 12.6
TTRP Hybrid 63,221 200 140.70 2.09 81.27 3.63 15.1
TTRP Hybrid 63,550 236 136.20 2.16 98.06 3.01 17.8

Table 10. Drive cycle 5 results.

Power Train GCM (kg) Battery Size (kWh) Fuel Burned (L) km/L kWh Used km/kwh Fuel Saved (%)

Diesel 66,000 0 26.86 1.70 0.00 0.00 0.0
TTRP Hybrid 66,837 50 18.87 2.42 20.52 2.22 29.7
TTRP Hybrid 67,298 100 13.60 3.36 41.35 1.10 49.4
TTRP Hybrid 67,759 150 10.24 4.46 62.15 0.73 61.9
TTRP Hybrid 68,221 200 7.80 5.85 80.91 0.56 71.0
TTRP Hybrid 68,500 236 5.53 8.25 98.24 0.46 79.4

To gain a net position of the operational savings during a trip, the cost to replace the
energy used and fuel burned was considered. To understand the feasibility of operating
fleets, the current costs of fuel at $1.40 per liter of diesel and $0.23 per kWh for electricity
were applied to the values of used energy (fuel and electricity) (from Tables 6–10), which
resulted in the findings shown in Figure 14.
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For the current fuel and electricity prices as well as the overall operational strategy
proposed for fast charging at each trip’s destination, a battery size of around 100 kWh was
the best return for all drive cycles compared. Due to the trip length and GCM, the amount
of energy required influenced the power split between the diesel engine and electric motor
operational points. To achieve fuel consumption reduction with larger battery sizes, the
best power mid-point of the diesel engine was not able to be maintained due to power being
restricted, which lowered the amount of power coming out and pushed the operational
zones into less efficient zones of the engine, as shown in Figure 15.
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Pairing the right sized engine for the TTRP hybrid power train application with
the right catalytic reduction systems is an important recommendation to consider when
selecting the battery sizes. Overall, less fuel was burned with all electric power train types,
resulting in less tailpipe emissions, but the local creation of particulate matter around the
fleet operation remained the same if catalytic reduction systems were not able to work
always in their most efficient zone.

Furthermore, with current battery weights and prices applied, the decision to use either
TTRP hybrid power trains or just electric power trains will be determined based on the
turning point, as shown below in Figure 16. For the TTRP hybrid, a battery size of 100 kWh
should be selected for the best savings performance. Increasing the battery size on the TTPR
hybrid past 100 kWh started to reduce the operational cost benefits; it is recommended to
swap to a pure electric power train for a further reduction in operational savings.
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5.2. Emission Analysis

Based on fuel consumption and energy used, emission factors were used to estimate
the GHG emissions released during operations. The Australian government publishes
yearly reports of current emission factors, and the August 2021 National Greenhouse
Accounts Factors report was used in this analysis [23]. From the report, each state or
territory in Australia has an electricity consumption emission factor calculated based on
the methods used to generate electricity. The values assigned to each state or territory can
be found in Table 11.

Table 11. Emission factors for consumption of purchased electricity or loss of electricity from the
grid [23].

State or Territory Emission Factor Kg CO2-e/kWh

New South Wales and Australian Capital Territory 0.79
Victoria 0.96

Queensland 0.80
South Australia 0.35

South West Interconnected System (SWIS) in
Western Australia 0.68

North West Interconnected System (NWIS) in
Western Australia 0.58

Darwin-Katherine Interconnected System (DKIS) in
the Northern Territory 0.54

Tasmania 0.16
Northern Territory 0.57

The worst-performing state in Australia was Victoria, the state of the real-world case
study vehicle used in this research. Therefore, an emission factor of 0.96 kg CO2-e/kWh
was used for the emission costing the batteries’ energy consumptions. From this report,
emission factors for burning diesel fuel in transportation operations were also used and are
shown in Table 12. The values in Table 12 and 0.95 kg CO2-e/kWh were used to calculate
their estimated total GHG emissions and the percentage of improvements, as shown in
Figure 17.

Table 12. Euro 5 fuel emission factors for diesel oil used in general transport [23].

Energy Content Factor
(GJ/Kl)

Emission Factor
Kg CO2-e/GJ

CO2 CH4 N20

38.6 69.9 0.06 0.5
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From Figure 17, the charging of the TTRP hybrids or pure electric power train batteries
of the power grid in Victoria will have a negative effect on reducing emissions in Australia.
The method of electricity production is a challenge with power grid emission reductions.
The amount of energy required to charge the batteries of the TTRP hybrids or pure electric
power trains needed to come from renewable sources of energy, (e.g., charging emissions
offset through use of solar panels) [49]. Furthermore, increasing the amount of electricity
created from more renewable sources enabled the TTRP hybrids or pure electric power
train to be feasible in reducing total emissions throughout the vehicle’s life cycle. Using
emission factors from neighboring states, as shown in Figures 18 and 19, provided a
substantial improvement in reducing emissions and validating the option of operating with
a 100 kWh battery. With emission factors falling to 0.35 kg CO2-e/kWh, total emissions
could be reduced, ranging from 6.5% to 55%, as depicted in Figure 19.
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6. Conclusions

This paper explored the feasibility of operating heavy multi-articulated vehicles with
electric power trains within the Australian context to reduce carbon emissions. Real-
world drive cycle data were obtained from the freight industry to model and simulate
energy consumption of heavy multi-articulated freight vehicles. GCM up to 66,000 kg
was simulated, with the largest battery weight reaching 2500 kg, leading to the heaviest
GCM reaching 68,500 kg. A strong reduction in fuel consumption was found with the use
of the TTRP hybrid configuration model, which, if implemented, could lead to cleaner
air for freight operational areas. However, as battery sizes kept increasing, there was a
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turning point where reduction in total trip savings (fuel and electricity costs) was occurring.
The additional weight of the battery did start to offset the efficiency gains of an electric
power train, demonstrating that there will be an optimal TTRP hybrid power train for
each different duty cycle. In addition, the carbon emissions created to charge the battery
from the electricity plant can offset the total carbon emission reduction due to the large
charging demands.

A battery size of 100 kWh was found to be optimal in peak reduction in operational
costs (based on selected fuel and electric costs). However, the scenario of relying on the
power grid to charge the batteries in Melbourne will cancel out the total carbon emis-
sions’ savings. Hence, decreasing the emissions factor for generating electricity down
to 0.35 kg CO2-e/kWh (as seen in South Australia) could allow charging off the grid in
Melbourne and still gaining a strong reduction in total carbon emissions. Within the context
of the Paris Agreement, the electrification of the RFIs will help meet reduction targets but
it will also increase the need for methods to reduce emissions in the electricity sector. It
is therefore recommended that Australia moves more quickly towards renewable energy
sources to not only meet emissions targets but also to create a future that will permit the
electrification of the RFIs and their benefits.
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